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Here the superscripts denote the scalar (s), pseudoscalar (p), vector (v), as well as the longitudinal (al) and transverse




















We do not write subtraction terms explicitly since they will not enter our determination of the resolution-dependent
masses.
A. Resolution-dependent quark masses







data on the meson correlators. To this end, we generalize the procedure of Ref. [1] where a model for the second Q
2
-










with a resolution-dependent mass and by identifying the resolution scale  with the momentum
transfer Q. The derivatives with respect to Q
2




straightforward generalization of this procedure yields our model for the mesonic correlator amplitudes and their n-th
































































denotes the noninteracting fermion propagator.
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, the regulator   4 d, and its mass
scale . As anticipated, the divergent pieces (corresponding to subtraction terms in the dispersive representation)
can be made to vanish by taking a suÆcient number of derivatives with respect to Q
2
. This will always be ensured







), uniquely dene our
model for the interacting meson correlators.






dened above and the more conventional momentum-dependent self-energies which are encountered, e.g., in
quark or instanton-vacuum models. In contrast to the latter, the RDQM does not depend on the loop momentum
k owing through the quark propagators, but rather on the overall momentum transfer Q which is assumed to set
the resolution scale  of the constituent quarks. This is analogous to the usual renormalization-group improvement
of perturbation theory, where the running RG scale of coupling and mass parameters is similarly identied with the
external momentum scale [17].
The identication of the scale  with the overall momentumQ, i.e. with a variable not associated with the individual
quarks but rather with the (channel-dependent) correlator as a whole, raises the crucial issue of channel dependence
for the resolution-dependent quark mass.
B. Representation of input data and matching procedure
Information from several independent sources, including dispersive ts to experimental data in the spin-1 channels,
QCD sum rules and lattice simulations of point-to-point correlators, indicate that the detailed structure of the spectral
functions Im
(i)
= is strongly channel-dependent [6]. Nevertheless, most channels have two qualitative features in
common: (i) only the lowest resonance in a given channel is clearly separated and fully resolved whereas the higher-
lying ones increasingly merge with the multi-particle continuum, and (ii) local duality [7] implies that the hadronic
continuum, when averaged over suitable invariant-mass intervals, can be approximated by the free-quark continuum
in the same channel.
Hence the available experimental and lattice data on the considered meson correlators are (within their partially
substantial errors, see below) well described by a parametrization of the spectral functions in terms of a zero-width













(s) (s   s
0;i
): (14)
This eÆcient and transparent parametrization, originally designed for QCD sum rules [8], has by now become fairly




of the lowest resonance in the meson channel i and the corresponding threshold s
0;i






. The required spectral functions Im
(i)
0
for noninteracting quarks are obtained by analytically continuing




































































































Although local duality approximately relates the eective thresholds s
0;i
to properties of the ground-state resonances
via nite-energy sum rules, we prefer to keep them independent in order to achieve a less biased representation of the
input data.







- independently in each channel i - by equating Q
2
-derivatives of our model
correlator amplitudes, given by Eq. (7), to dierent sets of input data in the above parametrization. Specically, we
will match the second derivatives 
(2)
since n = 2 is the minimal number which renders all free correlators UV-nite
and since higher derivatives tend to increasingly impair the numerical analysis [18]. We will refer to this procedure


































































in the channel i. In channels where m
(i)
e
reaches zero at a nite Q
2
c






more precisely, for Q
2
larger than the smallest Q
2
c
if there should be more than one, see below).
It remains to x the three hadronic input parameters on the right-hand side of Eq. (20). In the analysis of the




where used, while s
0;v
was obtained from a nite-energy
sum rule [19]. Since direct experimental data on the momentum dependence of the meson correlators are available







other channels. Those will include the phenomenological estimates by Shuryak [6] and two sets of lattice data on
point-to-point correlators [9, 10] (both extrapolated to the chiral and continuum limits) which are, at least in principle,
free of uncontrolled model assumptions [20]. The statistical and likely also the systematic errors of the lattice data
[21] are still uncomfortably large, however.






resulting from the dierent data sets are listed in the left part of Table I.
For later use, we note that the correlators calculated in the instanton liquid model (ILM) [14] are also well represented
in the pole-duality parametrization, and their predictions for the meson parameters have been included in Table I for
comparison. The spacetime correlators corresponding to our input data sets in the respective channels, normalized to





annihilation experiments and is, at low momenta, dominated by the -meson. The lowest resonance in the
transverse axial-vector channel is the heavier a
1
meson. In both channels we use Shuryak's phenomenological analysis
of the experimental data [6] and the masses given by the Particle Data Group [15]. The scalar isovector channel is
singled out by the absence of an established ground-state resonance. The pseudoscalar channel, on the other hand,
is strongly dominated by the pion resonance with its exceptionally small mass and large coupling. For this reason,
its ratio with the correponding free correlator exceeds those in the other meson channels by up to two orders of
magnitude.
III. QUALITATIVE BEHAVIOR OF THE SCALE-DEPENDENT QUARK MASS
Before embarking on the numerical solution of Eq. (20) it will be useful to establish several qualitative properties
of the resulting resolution-dependent masses and their channel dependence. Besides providing useful checks and
constraints for our subsequent numerical analysis, they will shed light on generic features of the RDQM approach.









































of interacting and free coordinate space correlators
in the channels considered. Solid lines with dark error bands represent the phenomenological correlators [6], whereas dashed
lines with brighter (statistical) error bands represent the lattice correlators [9]. In the scalar channel the curve shows our t to
the lattice data (dots), whereas no signicant t to the shown lattice data was possible in axial-vector channel. Note that in
the vector channel the error of the given t is much larger than the error of the original lattice data [9].
A. Constituent quark masses
To start with, let us consider the Q
2






















































































The numerical values of the m
(i)
e
(0), as obtained from the various input parameter sets, are listed in the fth column
of Table I. With
p
10  3:2 and typical continuum threshold scales s
0;i
 1 GeV one obtains masses of the order
m
e
(0)  200   350 MeV - i.e. in the range expected for constituent quarks - in all but the pseudoscalar channel.
This holds even in the scalar channel where no resonance is resolved (i.e. 
s
= 0) in any of the input data sets.
The qualitative behavior of the m
(i)
e
(0) can be understood by noting that the input values for couplings and
continuum thresholds are of comparable size in all channels. Therefore, the resonance masses generate the main
distinction between the channels. This is particularly obvious in the pseudoscalar channel where the mass of the
resonance is exceptionally small. As a consequence, 
p
dominates the denominator of (21) and the pseudoscalar






. We have thus
6found rst evidence for a strong channel dependence of our RDQM procedure. It does not really come as a surprise,
though, because the (quasi-) Goldstone pion cannot be consistently described in the constituent quark model, from
which the RDQM approach draws part of its motivation. An articially small constituent mass is also obtained from
the longitudinal part of the axial-vector correlator since partial conservation of the axial-vector current (PCAC) [16]




















We have therefore not given the corresponding mass formula separately.
B. Chiral restoration
A characteristic property of resolution-dependent eective quark masses, expected on physical grounds and con-
rmed in Ref. [1], is that they decrease with growing resolution Q
2
. Moreover, the mass of Ref. [1] was found to
vanish (for m
0
= 0) at a critical scale Q
c
 1 GeV, in accord with the expectation that the massive \cloud" of a
constituent quark disappears when probed hard enough to resolve the massless current quark. The vanishing of m
e
has been interpreted as a signature of chiral restoration since constituent quarks owe their mass to spontaneous chiral
symmetry breaking and since the \critical momentum" Q
c





GeV around which one expects chiral symmetry to be restored. In the spin-1 channels chiral symmetry even becomes
manifest since the noninteracting spin-1 correlators are chirally invariant in the zero-quark-mass limit.
Since chiral symmetry and its spontaneous breaking are determining features of hadron physics one would expect the








= 0 to be a generic and robust property of resolution-dependent constituent
masses. In particular, one would hope that the RDQM approach outlined above yields such a behavior in all correlator
channels. Below we will establish the conditions under which this is possible. More specically, we will obtain necessary
and suÆcient criteria for the existence and number of solutions of Eq. (20) at zero quark mass. To this end, we rewrite


































































































for the spin-1 channels [22]. If solutions Q
c
to these equations exist, the lowest one of them determines the transition
point at which the RDQMs vanish. Due to the chiral symmetry of noninteracting, massless quarks the left-hand sides
of the above equations are identical for both parities in the spin-0 as well as spin-1 channels.
Although the solutions of Eqs. (25) and (26) can be obtained analytically, they do not lend themselves easily to a
transparent discussion. We therefore extract the required information on existence and number of solutions directly
from the equations. Relegating details of the corresponding analysis to the appendix, we just list the main results
here. The most general nding is that, independent of the channel, both equations (25) and (26) can have either
zero, one or two solutions Q
2
c














the only positive solution is Q
2
c
=1. In all other cases,Q
2
c




decreasing pole mass m
i
. This implies, in particular, that Q
2
c
will be smallest in the pion channel. Several additional
properties of the solutions depend on the spin of the underlying correlator:






















additionally satised by the pseudoscalar input parameter sets in Table I, we predict a single solution and nd


















7(Note that this bound does not apply to our data sets in the scalar channel since m
2
s
cannot be resolved in this
case, see below.) Moreover, we note that for the typical s
0;p
 1 GeV and m
p
 0:14 GeV found in Table I, the
bound (27) becomes unrealistically small, Q
c
< 0:1GeV. In the scalar channel, on the other hand, no pole term
can be extracted from the data, i.e. 
2
s
= 0. Inspection of Eq. (25) immediately shows that the scale-dependent
quark mass cannot vanish at any nite resolution in this case. This entails another channel-dependence of the
RDQM procedure (if it is not simply a shortcoming of our input data in the scalar channel).











which is satised by part of our input data in the vector channel and all of them in the axial-vector channel,














, which is satised by
the remaining part of our input data in the vector channel, Eq. (26) can again have either one or no physical













































which can be somewhat sharpened in case of a unique solution (see appendix).
Given an input data set for a correlator with the corresponding values for m,  and s
0
, the above results instantly
reveal whether the extracted m
e
will vanish at some nite Q
c
. With the data in Table I we predict a vanishing
eective quark mass in the pseudoscalar channel as well as in the vector channel for the phenomenological, lattice I
and II, but not for the ILM data, and no \chiral restoration" in the axial-vector channel (the ILM data in this channel





). These predictions hold for the central values
of the input parameter sets and are conrmed by our numerical analysis below. Inside the rather large error range of




Moreover, our above ndings show that both the existence and the scale of the \critical momentum" Q
c
are rather




 1 GeV, this dependence becomes so
strong that details of the input data inside their systematic and statistical error range would contaminate the results.
However, critical momenta of such a magnitude well beyond typical hadronic and restoration scales would have to
be excluded anyhow on physical grounds, and their occurrence is strongly restricted (for reasonable values of the
hadronic parameters) by the bounds (27) and (28). Finally, the above analysis shows that the RDQM procedure






, a unique Q
2
-dependence of the
resolution-dependent quark masses once the input parameters are xed.
C. Generic limitations
A few additional limitations of the RDQM approach can be understood without numerical analysis. First and
probably foremost, one should not expect this method to reproduce the exceptional properties of the pseudoscalar
correlator, despite our observation that spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and restoration are to some extent
incorporated. We have found above, for example, that the pion pole contribution can only be matched with almost
vanishing, i.e. unacceptably small constituent quark masses (cf. Table I). This is consistent with the fact that the
RDQM approach derives its main motivation [1] from an analogy with the nonrelativistic quark model. Indeed, the
latter also fails to describe the pion because it cannot provide the strong binding required by Goldstone's theorem.
More generally, one might expect the RDQM approach to be overburdened in channels which contain exceptionally
strongly bound states and to be more useful in channels where the lowest-lying resonances are quark-model states
(including, e.g., the heavy-quark sector).
Another qualitative limitation of the RDQM approach is related to the channel-dependence of broken internal
symmetries. Within the set of channels which we consider in this paper, this is most explicitly demonstrated for
isospin symmetry. The underlying assumption of an isospin-symmetric eective mass, together with the isospin
invariance of the free correlators, implies that the RDQM approach yields the same correlators in the scalar-isoscalar
and scalar-isovector channels [24]. The physical correlators in those two channels, however, dier rather strongly [25].
In fact, lattice and instanton-liquid simulations as well as phenomenological estimates even nd them to have opposite
signs, indicating a rather strong attraction in the isoscalar and a similarly strong repulsion in the isovector channel
[14]. This and other substantial dierences cannot be captured by resolution-dependent quark masses alone. Even
the introduction of an unrealistically large up/down constituent mass dierence, at the price of a strong departure
from universality and good isospin, would not be able to reproduce, e.g., the sign dierence.
8IV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
In the following section, we discuss the results of determining the resolution-dependent quark masses according







in the channels i
under consideration. Of course, the exact solutions of Eq. (20) do constitute neither the most reliable nor the most
exhaustive use of the information contained in the input data. In view of the considerable (both statistical and
systematic) errors of the latter, an only approximate matching between data and model correlators inside some error
margins should result in a better representation of the physics which they contain. Since the implementation of such
a procedure would introduce additional ambiguity, however, we will instead just propagate the error ranges of the






















vector phenomenology 780 2146 159020 22715 1320-318+528
lattice I 72060 23347 1620230 19344 464-259+1957
lattice II 690170 209163 1400400 191159 531-475+1
ILM 950100 16038 1500100 34792 -
axial-vector phenomenology 123040 15222 1600100 38142 -

















scalar lattice I - - 955213 33840 -
pseudoscalar phenomenology 138 480  1600 0.90.1 2.50.1
lattice I 15610 44010 < 1000 1.60.1 7.31.0
ILM 14214 51020 1360100 0.90.1 2.32.5





annihilation and  -decay data), [9] (lattice simulation I by Chu et al.), [10] (lattice simulation II by Hands et.
al.), and nally [14] (random instanton liquid model (ILM)). The phenomenological continuum threshold in the axial vector
channel was estimated in [6]. The table also contains our results for the constituent masses and the critical momenta (where
they exist). (The innite upper bound on Q
2
c;v






(cf. Eq. (28)) which lies inside the error range of the input data.)




(for the parameter sets where they exist) with their error bands, the numerical values of the quark
masses at zero momentum transfer are listed in the right part of Table I. As already mentioned, one nds typical
constituent quark masses of the order 250 MeV . m
e
. 350 MeV in all channels except the pseudoscalar one. The







turn out to be channel-specic:






, owing to the under-
representation of Goldstone-mode physics. Even if one would insist on tting the pseudoscalar correlators by
tolerating the necessarily too small m
(p)
e







since the free, massless correlator cannot reproduce the strong rise found in the input data (cf. Fig. 1). This
shortcoming acquires additional signicance in view of the fact that this rise, and pionic physics in general, is
probably underrepresented in the quenched lattice data of [9] and [10] (which yield rather large pion masses).
As mentioned above, the relation between pseudoscalar and longitudinal axial-vector correlators (cf. Eq. (24))
implies that the latter is beyond the reach of the RDQM approach, too, and does not require independent
discussion.
2. In the vector channel, the extracted, resolution-dependent quark masses interpolate monotonically between
reasonable constituent mass values at Q = 0 and zero [26] at the \critical" scale Q
c
. This general behavior is in







is closest to the scale dependence of constituent masses which one would expect on the basis of the
qualitative arguments given above. It is plotted in Fig. 2. As a consequence of our dierent input data sets and
their rather large errors, however, we nd a similarly large range of values for Q
c
. This is a further indication
for the mostly qualitative character of the estimates for m
e
which can be obtained from the RDQM approach.
93. The transverse axial-vector channel shares several common features with the vector channel. In particular, both
noninteracting amplitudes become equal for zero quark mass. The main dierence, at least in the duality-based
continuum parametrization of the input data, is the about 60% larger resonance mass. It results in a much







, as can be seen from Fig. 3. This is the smallest slope found in











and saturates there. In particular, m
e
does not vanish at any nite Q
2
, i.e. there is no
indication for chiral restoration in this channel. (In order to obtain a restoration transition, the coupling 
at





.) In view of the
similarities and the chiral relation with the vector channel, this result might seem surprising. Perhaps it is an
indication for the constituent-quark picture to fail at the rather large scales set by the mass of the a
1
(1260).
In any case, the qualitative dierence between the behavior of m
e
in the vector and axial-vector channels
supplies our probably least expected case of channel-dependence in the RDQM approach since, in contrast to
the pseudoscalar correlator, both vector and axial-vector resonances are well described by the NRQM.
4. The scalar-isovector channel is singled out by the fact that neither in the lattice nor in the instanton-liquid and
phenomenological [27] data the pole of the lowest-lying resonance could be resolved. Our qualitative analysis




in this channel. This is conrmed by the numerical analysis, as shown in Fig. 4. (Unfortunately,
lattice data for the scalar-isoscalar point-to-point correlator do not yet exist. This prevents us from studying
the isospin-dependence in the scalar channel and in the delineated eective quark masses (cf. section III C)
quantitatively.)














FIG. 2: The resolution-dependent quark mass as obtained from the vector correlator. The input data are taken from the
phenomenological estimate of Ref. [6] (solid with dark error band) and the lattice results of Ref. [9] (dashed with light error
band). The error bands represent the propagated uncertainties of the input data (cf. Table I).
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In our above analysis we have investigated several aspects of resolution-dependent quark masses in hadronic current-
current correlation functions. To this end, we have generalized the recently proposed RDQM description [1], based







vector channel. We have then determined the resolution-dependent masses by matching the RDQM correlators to
the available experimental and lattice data in the light meson channels. This enables us to clarify several virtues and
limitations of the RDQM approach by comparison with a larger body of physical information. While the stringency
of such comparative tests is limited by the rather large errors of our input data, it is on the other hand enhanced by
the rich variety of physics in the dierent spin-0 and spin-1 meson channels.
Despite this diversity, we nd the small-Q
2
behavior of the eective masses to be relatively channel-independent:
in all but the pseudoscalar channel we obtain values in the expected range of about 250 - 350 MeV for m
e
(0).





















FIG. 3: The resolution-dependent quark mass as obtained from the transverse axial-vector correlator. The input data are taken
from the phenomenological estimate of Ref. [6]. Again, the error bands represent the propagated input uncertainties (cf. Table
I).













FIG. 4: The resolution-dependent quark mass as obtained from the scalar correlator. The input data are taken from the lattice
[9]. Again, the error bands show the propagated input uncertainties (cf. Table I). The resolution-dependent mass cannot vanish







, however, does not generalize beyond the vector-meson channel. In fact, we do not nd an
even approximately universal eective mass: rst of all, and as expected, the RDQM method cannot reproduce the
pseudoscalar correlator with a physically reasonable constituent mass. Secondly, it also fails to generalize to channels
like the axial-vector one whose ground-state resonances are quark-model states. This is more surprising since the
approach was conceived in a nonrelativistic quark model setting. Furthermore, nonperturbative enhancements of
avor-symmetry breaking, as they manifest themselves e.g. in the substantial dierences between the isoscalar and
isovector 0
++
correlators, are not captured. Even the vanishing of m
e
at a nite Q
2
c
, related to chiral symmetry
restoration and thus expected to be a rather robust feature, is realized only in the vector correlator.
The above shortcomings can be traced to essentially one common root: the various correlator channels dier only
in the Dirac and avor structure of their interpolating elds, and consequently all channel dependence of the RDQM
correlators is contained exclusively in the weights of chirally even and odd combinations of the free Dirac propagators
in the spin and avor traces. The dierences between those weights are of order unity and hence cannot generate
the pronounced channel patterns found in the input data for the interacting correlators. If one nevertheless insists
on matching free correlators with Q
2
-dependent quark masses to those input data, one is bound to obtain strongly
channel-dependent eective masses. Thus the RDQM parametrization is inconsistent with the assumption of the




FIG. 5: Two types of corrections to the hadronic correlators within a chiral quark model. The external currents are represented
by wavy, quarks by straight and chiral  and mesons by dashed lines.
which they are probed. This nding strongly suggests that the minimal RDQM approach, describing all correlators
by just a free quark loop with resolution-dependent masses, overburdens those masses with the task of mocking up
dynamics which should play itself out elsewhere.
From a microscopic point of view this is not surprising. A consistent RG-treatment of any quark dynamics would
generate, besides the explicit interactions, a resolution dependence not only for the quark mass but also for the cou-
plings and interpolating currents. As an illustrative example, consider the qualitative distinction between vector and
axial-vector channels which comes about because only the non-conserved axial-vector interpolator gets renormalized.
The lack of this eect in the RDQM approach might at least partially explain the absence of a restoration transition
in the axial-vector channel.
Since the free quark loop is the leading contribution to the correlators in relativistic chiral quark models, it is
suggestive to consult such models in search for a systematic improvement of the minimalRDQM approach. Additional
incentive for the use of this framework derives from the fact that a resolution dependence of the quark mass emerges
naturally as a cuto-scale dependence in the RG ow of chiral quark models [3, 4], and that chiral symmetry breaking
and restoration arise dynamically.
To low orders in the quark-meson interactions, typical corrections due to the exchange of - and -mesons in such
models are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5. It is tempting to speculate about their qualitative impact and about
whether the absence of such contributions in the minimal RDQM approach might explain some of its shortcomings.
The pole diagram (a) contributes only in the pseudoscalar and longitudinal axial-vector channels [28] where a pion is
exchanged. Since this contribution is very strongly attractive, it is likely that its neglect prevents a minimal RDQM
description of the corresponding correlators with a constituent mass of the typical size. Diagram (b) contributes in





~, respectively. The contribution to the vector correlator is therefore mediated solely by Goldstone bosons.
Hence the ensuing corrections set in at very low Q
2
. In the minimal RDQM correlator, on the other hand, the absence









might explain why we indeed nd m
(v)
e
(0) to be somewhat lower than the typical constituent mass scale. The lighter
constituent mass might also facilitate the restoration transition in the vector relative to the transverse axial-vector
channel.
In contrast, the corrections of type (b) to the axial-vector channel set in at higher Q
2
since the more massive -





(0) our perhaps most reliable
estimate for the constituent mass. Moreover, since corrections of type (b) with a - pair exchanged can contribute





close to the typical restoration scale, their neglect may be partially responsible for the
absence of a chiral-restoration transition in the transverse axial-vector RDQM correlator. In the scalar channel the
situation is less conclusive. Since a pion pair can be exchanged in this channel, too, it is not a priori clear why we
obtain a reasonable constituent mass value for m
(s)
e
(0) although this correction is neglected in the RDQM approach.
The above qualitative arguments, although tentative, give some hints as to why the minimal RDQM treatment does






, beyond the vector channel. It remains an interesting and
open question to which extent a more sophisticated dynamical treatment, e.g. in the context of chiral quark models,
could achieve a unied description of the variety among hadron correlators on the basis of universal, resolution-
dependent quark masses.
VI. APPENDIX
In this appendix, we analyze the two equations (25, 26) in detail and derive conditions for the existence, general
properties and channel dependence of the critical scale Q
2
c
dened in section III B. Since the involved hadronic scales
are mutually too close to allow for useful approximations and since the exact solutions are less than transparent, we
12
resort to an indirect approach.











































































































=2 we read o [29] from (30) that L
s=p
















does not cross the horizontal line corresponding to










































































































and the right-hand side of (29):















































































































, applies in the
case of one unique solution.












































































































































































































) corresponds to the + (-) sign in front of the square root) which determine the boundaries of the











so that the square root in Eq. (39) is real and larger than m
2
v=at
. To proceed further, we have again to distinguish











, which is satised by part of our input data in the vector channel and all of those
















































is monotonically decreasing for all Q
2




! 1. As a consequence, we






































require the square bracket in Eq. (39) to be





























































































!1. Again, the solutions







with its right-hand side, and we nd three cases:








































































Again, there is a bound on the physical Q
2
c








, which can be
sharpened in case of a unique Q
2
c


























































(which are satised by several of our input parameter sets) also two solutions











































Given any input data set for a correlator with the corresponding values for m,  and s
0
, the above results instantly
reveal whether the extracted m
e
will vanish at some nite Q
c
.
With the data in Table I (taking the central values) we predict a vanishing eective quark mass in the pseudoscalar
channel (with a unique solution for Q
c
) as well as in the vector channel for the phenomenological, lattice I and II
(with the lower of two solutions for Q
c
), but not for the ILM data, and no \chiral restoration" in the axial-vector
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